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(:06). Change in a peaceful manner. Is humanity ready to join U community? Yes, as we 

see the technology spreading around world. Tomorrow first day of the arms down. (:11).  

Asking Putin to bring the World Peace Treaty on floor of United Nations. Keshe to 

remain scientist and leave the politicians to do their work. The rapid delivery of 

technology will pressure for change. Principle is not to be cheapest (China), but to share 

with humanity. Will allow any person to commercialize technology in their own country. 

(:24). Will give credit to inventors, but not to support individuals, Sohel in China has split 

off from KF. Recharging Talk about internet contact, to keep it.  (:36).  Get a lot of 

request for cancer treatment with the healing wires from last week. The wires are more 

focused and the wide spirals are more like a patch, you have G in center from Nano coat 

and M going out, what the body is sending out gets attracted to G field and reduces pain, 

and the replacement goes through the M, the spiral condition carries the emotions as well. 

The neural system is transmitted in the muscle through Cu, it's effective for pain relief, 

because made of Cu and the Gans of Cu works with the muscle, you create an Infinity 

loop with location of pain, same field strength as Cu nano in muscles. (:47). This is what 

happens in the Mineral Baths for healing, the Gans of the minerals interact with the Gans 

of muscles, becomes an Infinity Loop. In Cancer if we can measure its MG field the we 

can create a Gans to interact with it and change it. ( :50).  Get a blood test of cancer 

patient of all minerals in body, look for highest concentrations, for example, with Cu look 

for the highest concentration in body, it acts like a seed and the MG field is attracting 

materials and energy to itself, this we call cancer, the body supports it because it has 

succeeded in forming itself into a unit. If we change the environment of the cancer, it can 

change immediately. Develop systems to transmit information from the Gans to the 

Cancer cells, can be used on any disease. You don't die of cancer, but lack of energy, 

because all the energy is going to support life, meaning the cancer has individualized 

itself, and is taking all the energy. The treating Gans doesn't need to touch the cancer but 

be in position to interact with its fields. It's being developed in India and China. (:55).  

You have to reach the emotional element in treating cancer. For example, breast cancer, 

the cancer is already spread throughout the body up to the neck (physicality), there is also 

an emotional cancer in the brain, but it's not seen, you need a system to communicate 

with both. If you use CuO Gans, but only a short few minutes, this is for physicality, use 

CO2 for the emotional cause. Treat with ice pack but put Gans inside, have to treat the 

emotions also for success. Have to pinpoint the seed of the cancer, in breast cancer it 

usually is Ca, but has to be done by physicians, may need composite Gans. CuO drains 

energy because it connects to neural system, if left on too long drains the body. Gans and 

nano have full spectrum of Plasma. (1:02).  There are no muscles in the brain so you can't 

use CuO there, or you drain the system and may increase the disease. All the diseases of 

man come from the transference  of energy in the plasmatic form, you can use the plasma 

condition to even grow arms and legs, by creating a spectrum of energy that fits the tissue 

of the limb, it copies the tissue of the bone, and muscle. Keshe grew a toe by using a 

hidden Nano material in the structure, allows a spectrum of fields, what comes in the 

blood and lymph only becomes matter when the right information Energy arrives by the 

neural system. For example, if 1 micro amp it becomes the nail, if 2 Micro Amp it 

becomes the bone. (1:06). This is knowledge of creation for deep space travel.  When you 

use black Nano material you get all the spectrums, if you use a CuO Gans you limit it to 



that Field, Crucial to understand it has different applications, different energy transfer. 

FDA is opposing Nano materials but they have authority only in USA. Doctors of high 

intelligence are developing this technology.  (1:14). A doctor showing his work, CO2 in 

the 3 cores, the head of man, then balls around, puts the blood of patient in tubes,  with 

his own fingerprint very direct.   (1:31).  Rick brings up amputation, in child if the tip 

gets cut off it will grow back if they don't cover it. Doctor can try putting a Nano plate 2 

cm in front of amputation to test.  Alzheimer's is psychosomatic disease, the physical part 

is the brain, MS is in the brain affecting physicality,  have to change the emotion at the 

barrier, why he doesn't want to use the memory, the test is to ask the patient to sing a 

song or hum, if he can then psychosomatic, if physical damage, the memory can be 

transfer from one part to another, when the pain is too much they close the gates to brain 

memory.  (1:45). Talks again Chemo and how it works, the lymph passes through the 

bone structure and gathers strength when it hit the marrow and blood stream, Chemo adds 

energy to lymph causing it to swell and not pass through.   (1:51).  keshe built a system 

which measure the structure of the bone and extract energy from the lymph to shrink it. 

Nothing wrong with Chemo but have to eliminate the side effect, he has 30 blood tests 

and MRI to confirm this theory. If you over do it then the Lymph becomes a lethal 

weapon against the body, CO2 works, takes 6 months. Don't need to do Bone Marrow 

transplants anymore. (2:03).  Can wrap the pain pad around the femur , the change takes 

time, months. (2:11).  there is no way you can destroy or reduce a cell, we lack 

knowledge of cells. Apply technology to suit our level of understanding. He continues 

without any statements.   (2:25). Brendon gives presentation, link to testimonials, 

especially wires and pens.  Going to make plastic sealed tubes with the nano coated wires 

and coils inside and Gans tubes. Simple tubes, smaller in size with directional wires, can 

put them on the cups and experiment. The pain came back when patient had doubt, so 

intention important. Made a Gans tube bracelet and with coils inside, wear for some time 

to balance fields. He made a belt with nano wires in.  To go deeper in body need longer 

coils.  (2:36). List of times for different pains, 1 year pain gone in 1 minute. (2:43). He 

just points the pen at the pain, but severe may rotate. After time his finger works like the 

nano pen.  (2:49). It needs a "twinity" field, not as a effective on ones self.  (2:58).  CO2 

Gans helps with Alzheimer.  (3:03). (AA) C-O-H-N,  C-12 and O-16, from Plasma point 

of view, N-14, balance nature, N for this planet. Adding Fe in the hemoglobin creates 

aggression in man and animals, The COHN comes from the Atmosphere, the Fe is in the 

matter part, when COHN meets up with Fe in the Matter manifestation you get 

aggression, CO2 is the balancing of the two. It's the interface of the two that creates the 

problem. Other parts of U where you don't have the interface, no aggression. Plasmatic 

Fe is 56 and COHN is only 49, this energy difference has to be released. CO2 (12 +2 = 

44) brings balance between two. In the Energy Beings in the upper atmosphere observed 

by NASA we don't see aggression. Man has never understood why we have become so 

aggression, the interface of the two releases huge amounts of energy, we can create 

correction by understanding to make man peaceful. (3:14).  How to become more 

peaceful. (3:23). Can we embed the CO2 in the body of the man to make him peaceful, or 

say the lion, would they be able to attract energy in a different way, don't need to kill. 

Now we know the problem and seek an answer. In space, should we change the 

atmosphere in craft to be peaceful beings. Do we make a new plant version to balance the 

fields. We can test CO2 helmets to make man peaceful. When we eat meat we block the 



CO2. Why do we see environments such as Hawaii, where man is more peaceful.  (3:33) 

Call to doctor about reversal of cancer with technology. (3:43). Back to CO2, can we 

make CO2 part of the breathing or diet.      (3:48).  Pictures of the structure of Airplane 

and Body, airplane is according to matter available, Man's Body is a Gans state in 

accordance with plasma nature. Is human ready to create a Craft without a structure, a 

Universal Craft (UFO). Keshe invites anyone to come to Italy to develop this Spaceship 

without any screws, etc., on the basis of the U structure. We have extend knowledge of 

plasma. KF symbol and picture of ship with red reactors and a dome on top, a Plasma 

Craft. (4:00).   Why you have trouble with lift, in matter thought, this is different, this is 

with plasma. If he let you fly with car or other reactors, you would have been annihilated. 

This ship is a light structure, if you move the reactor you move the wall. It's set to AA of 

the man. (4:18). Plasma will not accept aggression, those who come in contact with this, 

won't be able to breath, this is for man of peace who wants to explore the U. Study the 

structure of the human skull from conception and the brain, all the entities share the same 

strength. The spring reactors with the rings is enough to fly. Study the body of the man as 

a space craft. Come to Italy as one race and we'll make the craft. It always works at the 

MG fields of U. Chinese can be the first to build, the fat boy shows they have the 

mentality and understanding. (4:30).   You came from Nothing in the interaction of field 

forces to give tangibility, 2 Plasmatic M fields came together as sperm and ovum. How 

far can you bring the knowledge to further peace. You disarm the whole world with 

plasma. Keshe says his job is complete. (4:39).  How you create interactions of field 

strengths, in space you do not feel temperature because your body is made of Gans, you 

feel temperature in matter state. In Africa, the WHO confiscated all the technology 

because they worked. Have to have the right intention. The core team has the job to bring 

balance in the human race, the table of 12 is complete, guide the soul of the man.   (4:44).  

Questions:  the first group accepted 9/15 to build spaceship. Bret asks about controlling 

ships with mind, don't ask about problems, come with good intention for humanity. In 

war zones if you adjust the CO2 soldier will loose aggression. (4:50).  You decide how 

many stories you want by the MG fields. There are ships that are waiting to celebrate. I 

explained it in the way Bone Marrow makes the lymph.  (4:56).  Presentation of his work, 

making reactors with syringes.  Add to knowledge, create dynamic interaction without 

motors. The structure will be dictated by the field forces, when you start working, the 

floor will be solid, and something happens and it disappears, need lot of understanding of 

how to control the fields, everything has been show now needs to practice it. You can 

build your homes with it, now, can have total freedom. Man has possibility the create the 

physicality as he wills.  (5:06). Made a breathing tube coiled with wires.  (5:10).  He 

made a cup with wire wrapped 7 times around and connected equals 8. Why are you 

sticking to 8? it depends on the soul and physicality.  WARNING, on the cups don't put 

anything between the wrapping on the cup, it can create diseases. The Chakras are 

reversed, the head sits at the bottom, can treat the different areas with different herbs, but 

Keshe says the body isn't working that way, too overloaded. It's understanding how the 

body receives fields. (5:15). Marco on vacation.  It's for humanity to make the Spaceship.  

 


